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A New American Evolution, by Mark Landau, offers new ways to help ourselves, our 
nation and our planet and deeper understandings about our psychotic world. 
 

For Immediate Release – (Santa Fe, NM – October 1, 2018)  
Our World Needs Our Help – We Really Can Do Something About Our 
Most Massive Problems – Manmade climate disruption escalates. 
The corruption of our democracy is nearly complete. We edge closer 
to nuclear terrorism and war. We are ruled by money. We must face 
these facts. Those who deny them have their heads in the sand. Most 
who don’t recoil, self-medicate and entertain them away. Unless 
enough of us get behind doing something about them, they will likely 
reach their logical end. Mark Landau’s A New American Evolution 
contains stunning, new, little known developments and courses of 
action, ancient, barely appreciated understandings that help make 
sense of our chaotic dysfunction, a higher perspective on Human 
Evolution and the Constitutional Convention, our biggest stick of all. 
Its contents could beget the miracles we dearly need. 

 
"Five Stars Plus for A New American Evolution, a manifesto to save our ego-mind dominated, 
greedy asses. I experience this read as an essential culmination of my 35 years and some 5,000 
guests, and their book content, shared in broadcasting on Transitions Radio Magazine (TRM). Let's 
save our world. This book is a Waymaker.” Alan Hutner, Founding Host of TRM 
 
"Mark's book offers a vision, facts, practical actions, and deep understandings that can help the 
planet. Read it." Susan Shumsky, author: Divine Revelation 
 
Genre – Nonfiction, Politics, Current Events, Climate Change, Evolution, Social Sciences 
 
The 116 page print book version of A New American Evolution, ISBN 978-1722440367, is available 
in book stores and, with the Kindle version, is distributed worldwide to online booksellers. 
 
Mark Landau has devoted fifty-five years to self-help, healing and our evolution and has written 
seven books on meditation, healing, sex, fantasy, politics and saving our world. mark-landau.com 
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